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Introduction

“Garbage in, garbage out” (GIGO)  is an expression that has been coined in computing to

describe the phenomenon of poor quality inputs always producing poor quality outputs

(McMahon, 2021).  Despite its peculiarity, this expression’s underlying concept is prevalent in

machine learning biases where flawed data used to train machine learning models is oftentimes

the reason behind flawed results.  It should be noted that these biases entail systematic prejudice

towards certain groups of people, including women and racial minorities.  More recently, this

issue has escalated to the point where large corporations such as Amazon have had to scrap

existing machine learning algorithms in their recruitment tools and other technologies due to the

lack of gender-neutrality they contained (Dastin, J., 2018).  Nevertheless, it is important to

understand that ultimately, a human controls the parameters of a model, the subsets of data

chosen, how data is labeled, and how a model is interpreted.  Therefore, a model and its

outcomes are heavily exposed to human cognitive biases.  This is the inspiration behind the STS

portion of this prospectus exploring the influence of human cognitive biases in allowing machine

learning models to enable racial and gender inequity.

The technical portion of this prospectus revolves around semantic search in building

metadata that is used for a search engine API and front-end web application called UVAMonitor.

Modern search engines such as Google encounter ambiguous web searches daily, which makes it

imperative to understand the context of a query. Semantic search enables this by trying to

understand the searcher’s intent and query context to generate the most accurate search results

(Pecánek, 2020).  Consequently, the technical research for this project further expands on this

and aims to provide a better understanding of the use of databases in a production environment

and its intersection with NLP queries in the creation of effective search engines.
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STS Topic

With the widespread digitization of data, machine learning has dominated different

industries including healthcare, advertising, retail, government institutions, and more.  In fact, in

2020 it was stated that the global machine learning market is projected to grow from $7.3B-

$30.6B by 2024 (Columbus, 2020), highlighting the rapid dominance of the market.  More

specifically, the need to automate and perform classification tasks within machine learning has

led to an increase of the use of facial recognition systems, recommender systems, and text

analysis technologies over the past decade. This is especially evident with widespread use of face

ID authentication in smart devices, Netflix’s $1 billion recommendation engine (McAlone,

2016), and Google’s search engine; all of which account for close to 300 million users worldwide

(Georgiev, 2021; Haslam, 2021).  However, being ruled-based at their core, these machine

learning models and applications are greatly exposed to and influenced by human cognitive

biases before and after deployment through algorithmic bias and interpretive bias.

Furthermore, these algorithmic and interpretive biases have tendencies to enable racial

and gender biases in the systems they are incorporated in.  The implicit and explicit motives

behind doing so boil down to the entity utilizing the model.  These motives range from higher

model performance to monetary or political incentives, which will be further explored in the

analysis below.  Consequently, if not addressed and fixed, the risk that bias will be ingrained in

countries’ infrastructures will be high.

For this paper, it is first important to define the scope of rule based machine learning

models.  Rule based machine learning revolves around models and their outputs being made up

of rules in the form of an if/then statement. Most commonly, learning classifier systems or LCS

algorithms and decision tree models employ if/then rules to link independent variable states to
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dependent variable statements (ex. a class or action) (Urbanowicz & Browne, 2015).  And these

rules are also the foundation of facial recognition systems, text analysis, and recommender

systems.

Additionally, it is important to understand the different connotations of bias employed in

this paper.  Bias can be defined as prejudice in favor of or against one thing (HarperCollins

Publishers, 2021).  Similarly, cognitive bias can be defined as ‘systematic error in judgment and

decision-making common to all human beings which can be due to cognitive limitations,

motivational factors, and/or adaptations to natural environments.” (Kliegr et al., 2021)

Interpretive biases are essentially cognitive biases that are employed in interpreting scenarios or

events. Algorithmic biases, on the other hand, are systematic errors in a computer program that

create unfair outcomes in its output (Wikipedia contributors, 2021).

Prior to the deployment of a model, algorithmic bias can be incorporated by using

incomplete and under representative training data. This is especially evident in recruitment tools

where job search algorithms and resume filtering algorithms learn word associations present in

training data, which are highly biased when it comes to feminist linguistics (Leavy et al., 2020).

More specifically, phrases like “female lawyer” or “female engineer” are seen as anomalies to

societal norms and appear less in structured and unstructured data, decreasing their chance of

being learned by algorithms (Lee, 2019).   Similarly, the lack of gender and racial diversity in

facial recognition training data sets has resulted in commercially available facial recognition

technologies to cater poorly to darker-skinned complexions. In fact, most facial recognition

training datasets are estimated to be more than 75% male and more than 80% white (Lee, 2019).

As a result, the rate of error in identifying women, more so women of color, is extremely high

(2020).
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Following the deployment of a model, the interpretation of its results greatly influences

how it is tuned and utilized for future use.  The interpretability of a model can be measured by

the likeliness the user accepts the model as an explanation for a prediction.  With regards to

model acceptance, humans tend to be very insensitive to model results by overestimating the

strength of evidence but underestimating the weight of evidence (Kliegr et al., 2021).  In other

words, interpretive biases are weaved into the evaluation of models.    For instance, in a widely

used medicare prediction algorithm, black patients are assigned the same risk score as white

patients even if they are more sick because of how health costs are used as a proxy for health

needs (Obermeyer et al., 2019). More specifically, the algorithm falsely concludes that black

patients are healthier than equally sick white patients due to lower healthcare expenditures of

black patients in comparison to white patients; which is simply attributed to their historically

lower incomes and inability to afford healthcare. The issue of interpretability lies in the fact that

using health costs as the main predictive feature yielded high predictive accuracies, but failed to

account for the fact that those predictive accuracies were the wrong evaluation metrics in the

context of the situation (Obermeyer et al., 2019).  Similarly, in Amazon’s same day Prime

delivery system, Amazon used features such as warehouse proximity and prime member quantity

to train its models as they boosted its profits (Lee, 2019).  In this case, profit was considered a

viable evaluation metric due to the strength of evidence it provided with regards to the amount of

revenue generated. However, the weight of evidence was not considered with how using such

features excluded lower income neighborhoods populated with minorities.

Ultimately, the purpose of this STS research is to answer how human cognitive biases

affect rule-based machine learning models with regards to enabling racial and gender biases.

And it will be done by invoking the SCOT STS framework, which reinforces the idea that
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technology doesn't determine human action and rather human action shapes technology (Pinch,

T. J., & Bijker, W. E., 1984). Moreover, from the examples above, it is clear that the constraints

of a model along with the mined data fed into a model are set by humans. Similarly, the tuning of

models and the interpretation of their results boil down to humans as well. Evidently, technology

design can have varying results depending on the social contexts of when the technology was

developed, which is a pillar of the SCOT framework (Pinch, T. J., & Bijker, W. E., 1984).  This

pillar of SCOT will further drive the analysis of which social groups or stakeholders contribute

the most to the final say of decisions that dictate a model’s parameters and evaluation metrics.

And understanding the social context of when a machine learning model was developed will

facilitate the identification of its “social peak” for which it is deemed acceptable for deployment.

Additionally, by doing so, the implications of algorithmic formalism and algorithmic realism in

relation to racial/gender biases will further be explored (Green & Viljoen, 2020). Consequently,

the research conducted will delve more into the intricacies of how different kinds of cognitive

biases influence model decisions, how the socio-economic status of stakeholders affects how a

model is constructed and evaluated, and how to debias models when it comes to enabling racial

and gender inclinations.

Technical Topic

Semantic search is an information retrieval process that focuses on the meaning behind

queries rather than keyword matching when retrieving search results (Pecánek, 2020).

Consequently, it is a culmination of natural language processing (NLP), user context, query

stream context, and entity recognition.  In the context of UVAMonitor, the system that utilizes

semantic search for building metadata, semantic search allows users to search queries related to

specific sensors without having the queries be equivalent to pre-determined keywords.  An
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example of this would be the search engine yielding the same results for the following queries:

“temp > 20” and “temperature > 20”.

Consequently, the technical research and project will explore the effects of the system

undergoing the process of refactoring event handling and enhancing query parsing for the search

bar, which fall under the categories of entity recognition and NLP in semantic search. This could

possibly involve adjusting the search bar’s functionalities and cleaning up the back-end query

pipeline.  Similarly, the project will delve into outlining the relationship between natural

language processing and SQL queries.  Particularly, the goal is for the NLP to SQL translation to

handle more than one keyword and operator to allow joins between tables.  By doing so, the

search bar can ingest more complex queries.

The implications of the technical project are vital because they are a step towards

computers being able to manipulate information on human behalf.  More specifically, if the

enhanced query parsing and optimized NLP to SQL query translation is extended to real world

search engines, eventually, the need for humans to label data streams will be eradicated, leaving

computers to manipulate and learn that information on their own.

The project will be completed in an individual setting with close supervision by the

technical advisor and the alumni who worked on the system prior to graduating.  This will entail

frequent communication through Zoom meetings and Slack messaging.  More specifically, an

understanding of existing implementations of the system is important to allow for the additional

optimizations the technical project will add on.

Conclusion

The STS research conducted will provide greater insight on how algorithmic and

interpretive biases, which are influenced by human cognitive biases, impact rule-based machine
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learning models’ racial and gender inclinations.  Accordingly, the analysis will be done using the

SCOT STS framework to further understand how human action determines technology use

within machine learning and how different stakeholders impact the decision process of creating

and interpreting machine learning models.  The capstone technical project will explore the

relationship between natural language processing and SQL queries in semantic search.

Consequently, it will provide greater insight into the extent to which computers can manipulate

and learn human queries, optimizing search engines as a whole. Through both analyses, the goal

is to understand the interaction between humans and the data they create, mine, study, and utilize

in modern technologies.
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